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ABOUT MY NAME IS  LAYLA 
School will never be the same...

On the first day of eighth grade, thirteen year-
old Layla has a pretty good idea of what’s in
store for her–another year of awkward social
situations, mediocre grades, and teachers who
praise her good behavior but find her
academic performance disappointing. Layla
feels certain she’s capable of more, but each
time she tries to read or write, the words on
the page dance and spin, changing partners
and leaving her to sit on the sidelines.

Her new English teacher, Mr. McCarthy,
senses her potential. When he pushes her to
succeed, Layla almost rises to the challenge
before making a desperate choice that
nearly costs her everything she’s gained. Will
she be able to get back on track? And who
can she count on to help her?
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"Reyna Gentin's book realistically and inspirationally captures the emotions of

teenagers with learning differences, from their quiet frustrations to their ultimate

triumphs. A great read for young people who need to know there is a way forward!"

— CLAY KAUFMAN,  HEAD OF  SCHOOL ,  THE  CEDAR SCHOOL ,  A  HIGH SCHOOL FOR
STUDENTS WITH LANGUAGE-BASED LEARNING DIFFERENCES

"Hurray for Layla!  Warm and insightful, My Name is Layla speaks to the value of

friendship, the need for caring teachers, and the power of family love—no matter

how imperfect that family might be. Layla’s struggles will strike a chord with

young readers who face their own challenges, and every reader will root for Layla, a

girl who only needs a little help to recognize how special she really is."

— DIANA HARMON ASHER,  AUTHOR OF  S IDETRACKED AND UPSTAGED

"I read My Name is Layla in one sitting, mainly because Layla grabbed my heart on

the first page and wouldn’t let go. This story perfectly captures the complexity of

one 8th grade girl's life - a very real family dynamic, a perfectly drawn academic

challenge and the intense nature of friendship. It’s that rare novel that is highly

satisfying but leaves you hoping for more.”

— ANNABEL  MONAGHAN,  AUTHOR OF  A  GIRL  NAMED DIGIT  AND DOUBLE  DIGIT
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WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO WRITE  MY NAME IS  LAYLA?

I’ve taken numerous writing classes at Sarah Lawrence Collage, and in each one I

have been inspired to write in a different genre. In 2017, I took a workshop on

writing for children and I wrote My Name Is Layla during the course of that

workshop. I was excited to experiment with writing for a different age group and to

develop a voice that would speak powerfully to kids.

WHAT ADVICE  DO YOU HAVE FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABIL IT IES?

I think the most important advice is not to give up on yourself;  many children will

have challenges, either mild or severe, over the course of their school years. And

many of the learning issues can be improved, but it’s critical to remain positive and

demand the attention that you need from those in a position to help. In my book,

Layla learns to trust her teacher, Mr. McCarthy, and lets him help her achieve more.

She also relies on her family and friends so that she’s not alone.

WHAT ADVICE  DO YOU HAVE FOR ASPIRING WRITERS?

Don’t be afraid to try! I went into writing after a long career in the law. I didn’t have

any preconceived notions of what I wanted to write, and I had no knowledge of the

process of writing a novel or of publishing and promoting one. But what I did have

was discipline, a supportive family and writing community, and the desire to tell a

story to the world. 



FOR IMMEDIATE  RELEASE  

MY NAME IS LAYLA  IS A RELATABLE MIDDLE GRADE NOVEL ABOUT
STRUGGLING TO SUCCEED IN THE FACE OF ADVERSITY 

Scarsdale, N.Y. - July 15, 2020 - From the author of the Star Award finalist in Outstanding Debut

Fiction, Unreasonable Doubts, comes a poignant middle grade novel about the struggles of dyslexia -

My Name is Layla by Reyna Marder Gentin will be released January 19, 2021. 

On the first day of eighth grade, thirteen year-old Layla has a pretty good idea of what’s in store for her–

another year of awkward social situations, mediocre grades, and teachers who praise her good behavior

but find her academic performance disappointing. Layla feels certain she’s capable of more, but each

time she tries to read or write, the words on the page dance and spin, changing partners and leaving her

to sit on the sidelines. But this year will be different. Her new English teacher, Mr. McCarthy, senses her

potential and pushes her to succeed. Layla almost rises to the challenge before making a desperate

choice that nearly costs her everything she’s gained.  

Gentin expertly creates a story with a mature voice to address issues young people face regarding

relationships, loyalty, communication, and learning differences. Because of this and the story’s more

nuanced presentation of family issues, My Name is Layla is perfect for upper middle grade readers and

their parents as well as schools, libraries, and any community dealing with learning disabilities. Young

readers, parents, and educators alike will find their heartstrings being pulled as they watch Layla learn to

thrive with her dyslexia. 

About Reyna Marder Gentin
Reyna Marder Gentin lives with her husband and children in Westchester County, New York. Reyna’s

first novel, Unreasonable Doubts, a romantic legal thriller inspired by her work as a public defender,

was a finalist in the Women’s Fiction Writers Association Star Award for debut fiction and you can find

it at bit.ly/UnreasonableDoubts. Reyna studies at The Writing Institute at Sarah Lawrence College and

her short stories and personal essays have been published widely online and in print. You can find out

more by visiting reynamardergentin.com. If you’d like to arrange a visit to your school, please contact

her at reyna@reynamardergentin.com. 



About the Publisher
TouchPoint Press is a traditional indie publisher of fiction and nonfiction. Our staff is comprised of

professionals whose collective experience in publishing, editing, journalism, design, and marketing set

the stage behind our growing list of published titles. We are proud to work with talented authors and

strive to be as innovative and energetic as possible from acquisitions to promotion before and after

publication. 

For interview and review requests, contact Chelsea Pieper at media@touchpointpress.com.
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MY BROTHER NICK knows a lot about what he calls “escaping.” And he doesn’t mind

sharing his hard- won wisdom with me, his kid sister. In fact, heconsiders it his

responsibility. I guess I should be grateful that someone is looking out for me. He’s trying,

anyway.

      I allow the screen door to bang shut behind me, a bowl of mac & cheese in my right

hand and glass of unearthly blue Gatorade in my left. The air has that sudden chill that

always arrives out of nowhere during the first week of September to warn you that school

is about to start. I’m going into eighth grade and the weather feels downright frosty.

      "Dinner is served,” I say, planting myself carefully on the top step of the porch and

balancing my drink on the railing. “There’s more inside.”

      Nick is sitting in the rocking chair, staring into space and humming some old Coldplay

tune. He’s wearing a worn orange Knicks tank and grey sweats, his long legs stretched out

in front of him. He needs a shave and his eyes look kind of empty, zoned out. Pretty

typical Nick, especially when he’s taking a break from his video games but he still doesn’t

feel like interacting with the world.

      So I’m surprised when he suddenly sits up straight and gets all animated, speaking sort

of loudly, like this is advice I really need to hear.

      “The thing is, ‘munk—if you need to think and get your head straight, the best way is

to drive. The open road,” he says dreamily. “You just pick up the keys and go. Head north

on the highway and before you know it, you are in the middle of frigging Connecticut—

just make sure you’ve got money for gas.” He almost resembles an adult for a second.

     “I’m thirteen, Nick, remember? I can’t hit the open road.”

      Nick sighs. “Yeah. That sucks.” He gets up from the chair in one fluid motion. If he

wasn’t a jock, he might’ve been a dancer, he’s that graceful. Not like me. I’m fast but

jittery.

      



   “There are other ways to escape, ‘munk,” he says. He turns his back on me and walks

into the house. I can hear him scraping the rest of the macaroni from the pot, singing

softly to himself. “When I ruled the world...”

       At home, I’ve always been called “’munk,” short for Chipmunk. I was small and cute

when the whole thing started, but there’s a lot more to it than that. Totalstrangers tell me

that my given name, Layla, is “beautiful,” “poetic,” “lyrical” even. But it was “given” by

my father, a big Eric Clapton fan who turned out to be a big disappointment, to put it

mildly. My mom can barely say my name, it reminds her so much of him. So ‘munk stuck.

      I pick at my macaroni, separating out the wagon wheel shape first, then the spirals, and

finally the classic elbows. I always eat it in that order. I like to think of myself not as a

picky eater, but a precise eater. I’m so caught up in my food that I don’t register Sammy

until he’s in his third lap biking around the block. When I look up, he gives me a wave.

Not a super enthusiastic, “I’m so glad to see you wave,” but not a half-baked, “I’d wave at

anything breathing” wave either. Just a wave.

       Sammy and I aren’t friends, and we aren’t not friends either. He’s just the boy across

the street who happens to be in my grade at school. My mom says that when we were

little, we used to play together, but I don’t have any memory of that, and I think it

probably isn’t true. She maybe likes to say it because it makes her look like one of those

non-working moms who set up playdates—and I don’t think she ever did. Plus she’s

always working.

      I don’t know all that much about Sammy or his family either, except that they’re

everything we aren’t. The dad has a nine-to-five job that he goes to in a fancy-looking

suit, and the mom stays home and takes care of Sammy and his younger brother and sister.

Nobody ever looks hungry, and you can tell their clothes smell like flowers in a meadow,

even from across the street. They have dinner every night together as a family at 6:30 p.m.

—I can see them at their table through the picture window—and I’m betting that they

discuss current events and also something special that happened to each of them during

the day. The lawn is mowed, and the lights are out by 10 p.m.



      “Sammy, come in for dinner!” There’s nothing glamorous about Sammy’s mom. She

doesn’t rock her mom jeans, but she seems to be totally comfortable in her clothes and in

her life. She waves at me too, and her wave says, “Hi, Layla. What are you doing eating

mac and cheese by yourself on your porch on the night before the first day of eighth

grade?” I have no answer, so I get up and go inside. I don’t wave back.

      “Do you think in most families the mom makes dinner before the first day of school?”

I ask Nick, who’s finished the pasta and moved on to a huge bowl of ice cream.

      “Mom is working, ‘munk. You should be grateful she has a job instead of whining that

you’re not eating a home-cooked meal. You-know-who certainly isn’t contributing to our

upkeep.”

      My dad is kind of like Voldemort—no one says his name either. He’s always referred

to as “You-know-who.” He left when I was a baby and has yet to reappear. His real name

is Jeff.

      “I know she’s working,” I say. “But couldn’t she trade shifts with someone so she

could be here with us on important nights?” My mom’s an emergency room nurse at the

local hospital. Her shift is 7 p.m. to 7 a.m., and then she comes home and sleeps during the

day. She works three nights in a row, the max, and then often works overtime for the extra

cash. On the days she’s off, her sleep cycle is so turned around she barely functions. But

she does keep us in this house with food, such as it is, on the table.

      “What’s so special about tonight?” Nick asks, shoveling another spoonful of Rocky

Road into his mouth and then talking as he crunches on the nuts. “You’re going into

eighth grade. That’s not exactly earth shattering. You need to chill.”

      Nick does “chill” better than anyone. Nothing bothers him. And I know he’s right. I

mean, he’s going to be a senior. That’s a pretty big deal. I’m just in for another

meaningless year of middle school, boring teachers, mediocre grades, awkward social

situations. Still, the whole concept of a hearty meal, and a good night’s sleep, and new

clothes carefully chosen and laid out on the chair—it has a certain appeal.

      “Yeah, I’m sure you’re right,” I say. I turn on my computer and binge watch four

episodes of How I Met Your Mother.




